Tactical Backpacks...

Purchased & on their way to Ukraine...
...and on the frontlines within two weeks!

UCCA & our partners deliver efficiently and effectively.
Another vehicle purchased to assist our freedom fighters
Close to 1,000 donated furs to UCCA were delivered to Ukraine. This portion was distributed to displaced senior citizens to help keep them warm next winter.
UCCA arranges purchase, logistics & delivery of a WADFFU-funded drone.

Thank you to the Women's Association for the Defense of Four Freedoms for Ukraine for your trust in UCCA’s swift delivery.
#SupportUkraine

The Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA.org), has been providing direct relief in the form of humanitarian & medical aid and non-lethal military assistance to help alleviate challenges Ukraine continues to face due to the aggressor’s unprovoked genocidal war.

UCCA would like to sincerely thank our donors for their contributions over the last 15 months and hope we it can count on your continued generous support during this critical time for Ukraine!

UCCA earned a 2023 Platinum Seal of Transparency, the highest award from the charity rating organization Candid. Formerly known as Guidestar, Candid is the world’s largest source of information on nonprofit organizations. Out of all non-profits registered in the United States, only roughly 6% receive the Platinum level of transparency.